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Abstract—Natural wetlands cover 3.8% of China’s territory, 
providing 54.9% of ecosystem services. To improve 
agricultural wetlands conservation and development, a wide 
range of positive measures should be undertaken. 
Sustainable tourism in agricultural wetlands, when properly 
managed and developed, plays a major part in protecting 
wetlands and supporting those working in and around 
wetlands through jobs and increasing incomes. Based on the 
analysis of sustainable agro-tourism in Bailizhou, Yichang 
City, the paper discusses the development status, obstacles 
and countermeasures for sustainable agro-tourism in 
wetlands. Lack of capacity of receiving tourists, viewable 
product processing and valuable farm commodities, and 
well-educated practitioner are barriers to effective 
development of agro-tourism in wetlands. In consideration 
of agricultural wetland characteristics, these barriers can be 
overcome with government rational plans, visitable plants 
and take-away commodities, and professional practitioners 
cultivation. 
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. INTRODUCTION 
Wetlands are valuable because they clean the water, 

recharge water supplies, reduce flood risks, and provide 
fish and wildlife habitat [1,2]. In addition, wetlands 
provide recreational opportunities (such as hunting, 
fishing, and boating), aesthetic benefits, sites for research 
and education, and commercial fishery benefits [3,4]. 
Unfortunately, natural wetlands in China, occupying 
3.8% of China’s land and providing 54.9% of ecosystem 
services, suffered great loss and degradation (e.g.,23.0% 
freshwater swamps, 51.2% coastal wetlands) because of 
the wetland reclamation during China’s long history of 
civilization, and the population pressure and the 
misguided policies over the last 50 years[5]. 

With the rapid social development, tourism is widely 
recognized as among the world’s largest industries with 
strongest development momentum and largest scale in 
global economy[6]. Tourism is one of wetland values, 
next to water regulation, flood control, or climate 
mitigation. And, wetland tourism supports those working 
in and around wetlands, through job and income creation. 
Importantly, fragile wetlands can be protected by 
sustainable tourism. According to Ramsar Convention 
official website data, at least 35% of Ramsar Sites around 
the world recorded some level of tourism activity and this 
percentage was consistent throughout all regions. 
UNWTO marked 2 February World Wetlands Day. 
Coincidentally, the theme for 2012 is “Wetlands and 
Tourism” to undertake actions aimed at raising public 

awareness of wetland values to obtain stronger economies, 
sustainable livelihoods, healthy people and thriving 
ecosystems locally and nationally.  

Meanwhile, agro-tourism is one of the fastest-growing 
sectors of adventure travel in the world. As China’s first 
industry and the economy’s backbone, agriculture 
continues to be important today. Tourism can change the 
structure of agricultural sector without causing its demise 
[7,8]. Agro-tourism differentiates from conventional 
tourism. Tourists enjoy practical participation in the 
process of food production, in the life of local residents 
and in a rural community. It satisfies the human cognitive 
need within farming production. When tourists saturate 
themselves in rural tourism, their emotional needs of 
novelty and curiosity are fully satisfied through knowing 
the way of cultivation and agricultural products and 
learning the indigenous knowledge of rural people. They 
have direct perception on flora and fauna, plant and 
animal products and the products’ processing. Moreover, 
agro-tourist experience the idyllic countryside with the 
atmosphere of rusticity, silence and smells of farms and 
villages. 

 Bailizhou, the largest river continent of Yangtze River, 
famous for its cotton, meat, vegetables, fruits and aquatic 
products, is an ecological wetland island and takes 
agriculture as its economic pillar. Aiming at a 
comprehensive result of social, economic and 
environment development, local government has a plan to 
develop agro-tourism in Bailizhou area. How to “wisely 
use” wetlands and shift the agricultural resource 
advantages into the industrial and market ones are major 
problems that Bailizhou government is facing and should 
solve. This paper intends to find practical ways to build a 
prosperous agro-tourism industry in sensitive wetlands. 

. STATUS QUO OF BAILIZHOU 
2.1 General situation  

Located at the southern part of Zhijiang city, and 
known as the second largest alluvial island of China and 
the largest ait of Great Yangtze River, Bailizhou is an 
ecological wetland without any road connection with 
neighbor cities or towns before 2010. Bailizhou, holding 
74 kilometers round-island embankment, covers an area 
of 212 square kilometers with a population of 130,ooo 
and a cultivated area of about 30,000 acres. Furthermore, 
it has flat land and is far away from industrial pollution. 
Due to its fertile land, Bailizhou has been rated “the first 
town of sand-pear in China”, “Chutian star town”, “high-
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quality cotton base of Hubei Province”, and “ecological 
agriculture base of the provice”. 

2.2. Agro-tourism resources 

Charming natural environment is one of the basic 
agro-tourism resources in Bailizhou. Entirely surrounded 
by water, the island faces roaring Yangtze River and 
owns immense oasis. Snow-white cottons, golden paddy 
and crimson chilies are visual shocks for agritourists. In 
later March to early April every year, five million plants 
or 800 mu (about 53.3ha) pear flowers dress up the island 
with a snow world and a flower sea. Therefore, Bailizhou 
is listed to hot places of watching flowers in China, 
together with Wuyuan,Nyingchi and Lijiang. 

Abundant agricultural products are another feature of 
Bailizhou. Rich resources in agriculture of Bailizhou, 
unique from one place to another, bring diversity and 
creat curiosity for agritourists. Cottons are planted in 100 
thousand mu (about 6667ha) farmland which makes 
Bailizhou the largest cotton base of China's towns. Sand 
pear has a long history in Bailizhou since Emoeror 
Guangxu's rein of the Qing Dynasty.This town abounds 
with sand-pear known as “as big as a fist, sweet as honey, 
crisp as water chestnut”.There are 100 thousand mu 
(about 6667ha) of sand-pear farmland  and 80 thousand 
tons of pears are produced each year. Wheat, 
peanuts ,watermelon and other fruits and vegetables are 
also very productive in Bailizhou. 

Unique agricultural history also lures lots of tourists. 
Bailizhou has a history of more than 2700 years in water 
control and land use. Liberation channel project solve 
waterlogged problem of farmland and agro-tourism 
wisely make use of the land. The agricultural revolution 
history of Bailizhou represented the revolution history of 
Yangtze River rural areas or even the whole countryside 
of China from the Revolution of 1911 to the Agrarian 
Revolutionary, from the Anti-Japanese War to the 
Liberation War. 

2.3 .Recent Activities of Bailizhou 

Tianying farmers' professional vegetable cooperative 
was founded on September 30th, 2009. High-grade fruits 
and vegetables such as Fruit cucumber, cherry tomatoes, 
grafted cucumber, long eggplant, broccoli, bitter gourd, 
early spring watermelon, Japanese muskmelon fruit and 
Chinese chives are planted in this fertile agricultural base. 
Then, Bailizhou has become the largest off-season 
vegetable base of Zhijiang City and peasants’ revenue has 
increased rapidly . From 2010, in order to take full 
advantage of 74 kilometers round-island dyke, an annual 
event of around-bicycle race is held in Bailizhou, raising 
the market recognition of creational tourism. The 4th 
Yichang cross-country rally championship was held in 
January 2nd, 2012 in Luojiaqiao Village to explore 
resources of leisure ecotourism which boosted regional 
cultural exchange and promoted the tourism brand of 
Zhijiang City. 

. OBSTACLES OF AGRO-TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 
Though rich in agricultural resources, Bailizhou had 

some insufficient condition for mature agro-tourism.  

3.1 Deficient capacity of receiving tourists  

Tourism, a special social activity, incorporates travel, 
food, transportation, housing, shopping and entertainment. 
These six elements are presented by tourist facilities, 
tourism products and tourism service. Tourist facilities in 
Bailizhou were insufficient. Hotels or farm inns were too 
scattered to satisfy the market demand at all levels. It was 
difficult to find characteristic snacks to eat without any 
guide. For historical reasons, transport infrastructure had 
invested insufficiently, causing many traffic issues at the 
crossroads. In addition, no professional travel agency had 
been stationed in the island and even no educated farmer 
guide had been appeared. When agritourists went back 
home, they found it was so hard to seek a store running 
souvenirs or producing handicrafts for tourists. And, no 
recreational activity was in line with local lives. The 
above conditions showed that Bailizhou was not ready to 
embrace plentiful agritourists especially on holidays. 

3.2 Deficiency of viewable product processing and 
valuable farm commodities 

The primary agricultural products in Bailizhou could 
be roughly grouped into foods and fibers. Specifically, 
foods included cereals, fruits, vegetables and meat. Fiber 
chiefly referred to cotton. From the perspective of 
agritourists, they had a demand of watching and 
participating the processing to experience the process of 
safe food commodities and activate the desire of 
purchasing. However, plants such as winery, quilts 
processing workshop, fruit processing factory and oil 
processing plant were only designed for processing which 
stop agritourists from visiting the processing procedure of 
commodities. Thus, farm commodities from Bailizhou 
were indistinguishable with other rural areas, hindering 
commodity outlet. Besides, the processing was just a 
rough working without restriking process. That’s why 
value-added content of product couldn’t increase steadily.  

3.3 Deficiency of well-educated practitioner 

Bailizhou had been a famous agricultural town for 
hundreds and thousands of years. As a tourist town, it was 
still a nascent one. The dominating practitioner mainly 
originated from local farmers. Unfortunately, most 
farmers were less educated, less exposed and innocent. 
On one hand, farmers might treat guest wholeheartedly 
showing unpolluted rural folk. And on the other, they 
were not like a brainy businessman facilitating a clean 
tourism atmosphere with a long-term perspective. 
Troublesomely, agro-tourism couldn’t survive without 
community participation. It was urgent to cultivate 
tourism operators, full of patience, local knowledge and 
consciousness of environmental protection. 

 .  COUNTER MEASURES AND SUGGESTIONS 
Sustainability never place in a vacuum. It concerns and 

affects human and natural environments to a great extent. 
Based on Bailizhou wetland attribute, all counter 
measures should be beneficial to sustainable development 
of environment to convey the message that wetlands are 
not just significant for nature, but crucial for people’s 
well-being.  
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4.1 Making rational plans to improve the capacity issues 

First, tourism plans should be made within the whole 
island by Bailizhou government. Relying on Bailizhou 
center, Liuxiang market town, leisure agriculture service 
center should be constructed. Around Danyang Avenue, 
the development plan of leisure agriculture can be divided 
into five districts to form a development ring of Bailizhou 
river levee, including Bailixi wetland eco-agricultural 
tourism district, Fengkou ancient-town folk culture 
tourism area, Golden sea sand waves tourist area, 
Bailizhou boutique pear garden tourist area, and Baoyue 
Temple & Caojiahe vegetable parks for agricultural 
popular science. Simultaneously, each district is a relative 
independent eco-system underlying a circular economy 
model to minimize resources waste and protect the fragile 
wetland environment. 

Second, traffic improvement is good for both local 
residents and agritourists. Investments on road 
construction need a sustained increase to improve the 
road condition of Bailizhou. Electric golf cart is a wise 
choice as a dominate vehicle which are powered by 
battery without pollution to air and water. As for 
agritourists, they enjoy the sightseeing along roads and 
can drop the vehicle wherever they want. 

Third, improving tourism supporting industries is 
extremely necessary to accommodate increasing 
agritourists in the near future. Attracting visitors for a 
prolonged stay is an important measure to increase 
individual consumptions in the island. Local government 
should solve the basic living problems especially lodging 
and beverage-providing through encouraging 
comparatively concentrate farmhouses. To satisfy the 
demand of short-term agritourists, 20 middle size 
farmhouses should be built near villages.  

Fourth, building a folklore theme street is benefit to 
agritourists. At the entrance of the street, tourist service 
center is easily seen by a strange visitor. It provides 
delicate services such as map, tour consultation, restroom, 
nursing, information, tickets, transportation and mailing. 
Alongside the street, local culture museum, food courts, 
specialities shopping street, Liu Shi Hua Pai teaching 
room, folk wind instrument and percussion enjoy center 
can be seen in order. 

4.2 Building visitable plants and providing take-away 
commodities 

As we know, many agricultural products can’t be taken 
away directly because they are perishable and only 
available for a short period of time. Processing extends 
the season for which they are available, for example, 
converting berries and fruit into jam, jelly or juice. Like 
industrial tourism, visiting processing plants is a vital 
mean to obtain the recognition and trust of consumers, 
and expand the products' influence. Due to these 

processing plants, agritourists can buy secure take-away 
commodities directly and enjoy these products year round.  

4.3 Cultivating professional practitioners 

A successful agro-tourism can hardly do without the 
collaboration of operators and local residents. Different 
level training would be conducive to agro-tourism in 
Bailizhou. Three levels need to take into account 
including tourism operators or managers, front-line 
employees, and local farmers. For local farmers, 
marketing ideas, quality training, risk and stakes analysis 
are necessary. For front-line employees like tour guides 
and products sellers, whole-hearted service idea is crucial. 
For tourism operators, the concept of long-term or 
sustainable development is more effective than those 
ideas just for money. In addition, well-managed tourism 
practices in and around Bailizhou wetland could help 
educate agritourists on the value of wetlands contribution 
to health and the long-term benefits to people, economics, 
and biodiversity provided by wetlands. Certainly, these 
ideas are based on the balance between development and 
protection of wetland which is controlled by local 
government. 
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